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Improve your Craft beverage experience with  
Cuisivin's specially-designed Beer & Cider Collection!  

The new set of signature glasses are specially designed for a full sensory  
experience.  From the curvatures of the glasses to the unique tapers allowing 

for expressive aromatics of the beer and cider to be released as you drink.   
All Dishwasher safe.  

#8605 

#8605B (FS) 

MasterBrew Weizen  

21.8oz 

#8603 

#8603B (FS) 

MasterBrew Ochre  

16oz 

 

#8602 

#8602B (FS) 

MasterBrew Sienna  

16oz 

 

#8601 

MasterBrew Amber  

14oz 

 

#8609 

#8609B (FS) 

MasterBrew Pilsner 

14oz 

#F1730 

Berlin Beer 

17.5oz 

#8801 

Conical Amber  

22oz 

#8802 

Conical Amber 

15oz 

#8807 

Metropolitan Beer 

14oz 

Beer COLLECTION 



#8604 

FizzUp Beer 14oz 

 

The FizzUp Beer glass is specially designed 

with a laser etched bottom to provide enhanced 

flavor and freshness while maintaining a longer

-lasting head. FizzUp employs nucleation tech-

nology (laser-etching) to stimulate bubbles; 

enhancing the aroma, flavor and freshness!  

 Increases 'fizziness' 

 Releases richer aromas & flavors 

 Improves frothy head retention 

 Stimulates bubbles for enhanced taste! 

 Dishwasher Safe 

  

 

#8607 (set) 

MasterBrew Craft Beer Taster Flight  

Sample beer and cider in style in the expertly 

constructed MasterBrew Craft Beer Tasting 

Flight. The European designed and manu-

factured glasses are specially formulated to 

enhance the beer and cider tasting experi-

ence. The curvature pattern of the glass sup-

ports complex flavors and aromas by driving 

the aromatic foam up into the main bowl. 

The set includes four 6.6oz glasses on a       

specially designed drop-through wooden 

paddle.  

#8607B (FS) Glasses only 

#8610 (FS) Paddle only 



#8804 
Bistro Carafe 

10.25oz / 0.25L 

#8901B 
Old Fashion 
Whisky 
11.25oz 

#8907B 
Rumba Glass 

14.75oz 

#483 00 25 
Acapulco Glass 

17oz 

#8908B 
Martini Glass 

8.75oz 

#8903 Glendale Whiskey Glass  
#8903B (FS) 
6.5oz 
 
Crafted from fine 
German lead-free 
crystal. The short 
stemmed, tulip-
shaped glass       
perfectly presents the 
fine complexities and 
nuances of any  
whiskey. The bowl 
shape is built for  
subtle swirling – gently releasing complex aro-
matics which are then held in the glass's raised 
taper. The size is also perfect for focusing every-
thing the whiskey has to offer on the palate. 

#8805 
Bistro Carafe 
21.5oz / 0.5L 

#8902B 
Tumbler 
16.5oz 

#8803 
Solo Shot/Sake 

2oz 

#8910B 
Glendale DOF 
Whisky Tumbler 
16.5oz 

#8010 
Universal Tasting Glass 

10.25oz 

WHISKEY GLASSES 

GLASSWARE COLLECTION 

#8007 
Carefree Schnapps 

4.5oz 

#8900B 
Brandy 
21oz 



Passion 

#155 00 02 
#B155 00 02 (FS) 

White  
13.75oz  

#155 00 07 
#B155 00 07 (FS) 

Flute  
8.75oz  

#358 00 12 
#B358 00 12 (FS) 

Highball  
13.75oz  

#222/01 
Red  

17.75oz  

#222/02 
White 
13.5oz  

#222/07 
Flute 

9.25oz  

#155 00 00  
Burgundy  

22.5oz  

#8700 
Caffé Espresso Set  

2.5oz 
 

#8700B (FS) 
Caffé Espresso Cup 

2.5oz 
 

#8702B (FS) 
Caffé Espresso Saucer  

4.75” 

#8703 
Caffé Latte Set  

9oz 
 

 #8703B (FS) 
Caffé Latte Cup 

9 oz 
 

 #8705B (FS) 
Caffé Saucer  

5.75” 

#8706 
Caffé Cappuccino Set  

7oz 
 

#8706B (FS) 
Caffé Cappucino Cup 

7oz  
 

#8705B (FS) 
Caffé Saucer  

5.75” 
 

#8708 
Caffé Americano  

12oz 
 

#8708B (FS) 
Caffé Americano Cup 

12oz 
  

 The Cuisivin Caffé Collection is designed to enable customers to fully enjoy 
an authentic, premium coffee experience. The specially designed glasses  
feature a perfect curve base design that promotes continuous flow of coffee 
when poured, creating a good crema and enabling the coffee to reach its full 
aromas and flavors. The glasses are also extra thick, with an inner wall 
which helps to maintain the temperature and stay fresh longer.  

#358 00 15  
#B358 00 15 (FS) 

Whisky  
13oz  

 

#154 00 31 
#B154 00 31 (FS) 

Tasting Glass  
7.25oz  

OBERGLAS has over 200 years of experience in 
glassware production with the most advanced state-
of-the-art manufacturing facilities in the world. 
OBERGLAS specializes in producing highly break 
resistant lead-free crystal glass with machine pulled 
stems that exhibit characteristics similar to hand-
blown glass. Passion and Elegant feature brilliantly-
clear lead-free crystal with contemporary designs, 
they embody the high quality and innovation       
synonymous with OBERGLAS. 

#155 00 01 
#B155 00 01 (FS) 

Red  
19.25oz  

Elegant 



VinoLife Decanters 

The Vino Life lead-free crystal decanters are blown in Europe by 
craftsmen with decades of experience in creating fine glassware. 

#8116 -  VinoLife  Easy Pour Decanter 1.3 lt 
#8114 - VinoLife  

Orbital Decanter 1.3 lt 

#8109 - VinoLife  
Amphora Decanter 1.3 lt 

#8117 - VinoLife  
Dolcetto Decanter 1.3 lt 

#8101 - VinoLife  
Bacchus Decanter 1.3 lt 

#8102 - VinoLife  
Bacchus Decanter 0.25 lt 

#8115 - VinoLife  
Imperial Champagne 

Bucket w/Stand  

#8106 - VinoLife  
Captain Decanter 1 lt 

#8118 - VinoLife  
Cab Decanter 1.3 lt 

#8119 - VinoLife  
Malt Whisky Decanter 0.7 lt 

#8108 - VinoLife  
Optical Funnel 



Serve in style with the new Cuisivin Bel-Air Collection. The beautiful hand crafted collection of barware is 
made of stainless steel with an accented hand-hammered exterior, and mirror copper finish. 

#6000 Bel-Air Champagne 
Bucket 

#6010 Bel-Air Double-Wall Ice 
Bucket With Tongs   

Bel-Air Beverage Tub 
#6030 Copper Finish  
#6031 Chrome Finish 

#6040 Bel-Air Bar Tray  #6050 Bel-Air 3pc  
Cocktail Shaker  

(gift boxed)   

#6070 Bel-Air Measured Cocktail Shaker—14oz 

 Stainless Steel Construction and   Food-safe 

leak-proof silicone window 

 3-piece – shaker base with measured window, 

strainer and cap  

 Embossed increment measurement in millili-

ters and ounces up to 300ml/10oz 

 

#6071 Bel-Air Measured Double Jigger 

 Stainless Steel Construction and Food-safe 

leak-proof Silicone window 

 Double Jigger – 30ml/1oz on bottom and up to 

180ml/6oz on top 

 

#5210 Vinolife  
Double Wall  
Wine Cooler 

#5500 Vinolife Bar Shaker  
with base  

30oz 

#5510 Vinolife Malt Glass 
with rim 

28oz 

#5100 Vinolife  
Champagne Bucket 

 Silver Touch 

 Hygienic—easily juice citrus 
without touching slice 

 Efficient—extract more juice 
from citrus slice 

 Doubles as tongs  

 Made in Germany 

 Dishwasher safe 
 
 
#3412  /  #3412B (FS)  Yellow 
#3413  /  #3413B (FS)  Green 
#3414  /  #3414B (FS)   Red 
#3415  /  #3415B (FS)   White 

Lemon Heart 

#6060 Bel-Air 5pc Hanging  
Bar Tool Set  
(gift boxed) 

Set includes: Jigger, Strainer,  
Stirrer, Opener, and Knife    



Wine & Bar Accessories  

#5703 Stemware & Decanter Drying Rack 

 Elegantly suspends 6 large glasses for air-drying - up to 11”  

 Easily converts to a decanter dryer.  

 Sturdy heavy-gauge metal with chrome finish.  

 Size: 12”L x 7” W x 12” H. Assembly required. 

 Full colour gift boxed  

#3305 Wine Glass Metallic Markers 
Great for Entertaining - customize wine 
glasses with names, designs, messages and 
other creative decorations with these colorful 
metallic markers. A fun gift for the host or host-
ess! Set of 3 markers, instant drying, wipes off 
with damp cloth.  

 

#3303 Wine Cellar Tags - 300 pc bulk 
#3304 Wine Cellar Tags - 50pc w marker 

#3306 Stemware Plate Clips  
6 assorted colors/pack 

#5704 Cocktail Plates  - bulk clear 
Suitable for stemware and tumblers. 

#3310 Cuisivin Silicone Puzzle-
Coasters  4pk - Assorted Colours 
#3310BW Cuisivin Silicone Puzzle-
Coasters  4pk - Black & White 

GF1B 
Climadiff AutoVac Wine preserver keeps 
wine fresher, longer - automatically!  
Auto shut-off.  
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included). 

VinoLife Cleaning Brushes 
#6410 Decanter          
#6411 Goblet        
#6412 Flute/Stemware 
 

#6405 VinoLife Microfiber 
Crystal Cleaning Cloth  
(2 per pack) 

#8120 Port Sippers - set of 4 
Size: 3 ½” high, 3 oz capacity 

#3800  
VinoLife Wine  
Preserver  
w/ 2 stoppers 

#3801  
VinoLife Refill  
Stoppers (4pc) 

#3601  
VinoLife Wine 
Filter/Pourer/Saver 
Bulk 



#5705 Recipe Cocktail Shaker Set 

3-piece Acrylic cocktail shaker, 16.7oz 

Shaker printed with 5 popular bilingual 

cocktail recipes  

Top Cap doubles as a measured jigger, 

up to 50ml/1.75oz 

Cocktail Muddler and Citrus Reamer 

included  

BPA-free, lead-free and food-safe 

Glasses not included 

Wine & Bar Accessories  

#3311 Cuisivin  Silicap 2 Pack (Red & White) #3309 Cuisivin  Boulon    
Silicon Stopper 2 Pack  

(Red & Green) 

#3308 Silicone Tether-Cap Beer & Wine Bottle 
Stoppers - Multicolour 6pk 
Never loose-track of your beer again!  These fun, 
color-identifiable stoppers are great for parties!  
The tether attaches to the bottle so they are al-
ways handy. Prevent spillage, and keep insects 
away when outdoors.   They are also great for 
preserving freshness. Fits most standard bottles. 

#3312 Cuisivin Aerator  
Improves bouquet and 
flavor instantly. Insert the 
pourer into your wine 
bottle and as you pour 
the wine will be aerated 

#4020 VinoLife  
Sommelier  
Corkscrew  

Blister pack 

Wine Journal  
Black #6301 Red #6302 
Premium quality, can have personal tasting records for 52 
wines and includes 15 extra large label removers.  

#3307  Champagne Sentinel     

 Easy-to-use Champagne stopper and saver 

 Durable heavy Stainless Steel construction 

 Built-in tensioned silicone-sealer 

 Hinged, easy-clip securing system   

#6303 Extra Large Label Remover  

Cuisivin Double Lever Waiter’s Corkscrew 

 Serrated knife blade 

 Contoured steel handle 

 Unique hinged double-lever system 
#4010 - Black    
#4012 - Burgundy 
#4014 - Stainless Steel 
#4015 -Yellow   
#4016 - Tangerine 
#4017 - White 
#4018 - Dark Green 
#4019 - Copper 
#4021 - Red Apple 

#5702  

Adi Dishwasher 

Stemware Rack 

#4030 VinoLife Classic 
Waiter’s Corkscrew  

 Wooden handle in a wood 
gift box.  

 Carbon steel worm with 
grove and double Teflon 
coated.   

#5701  

VinoLife Wine 

Strainer 

#3315  

Cuisivin Table Crumber 



#FMH077 - Yellow   

#FMH084 - Light Green  

#FMH091 - Dark Green  

 Store fresh culinary herbs directly in your freezer  

 Grate frozen herbs on demand and sprinkle directly on to food  

 Eliminates wastage due to faded leaves & spoilage, while preserving 
fresh flavour  

 Dishwasher safe  

 Winner of multiple awards, including two gold medals at the International 
Lepine Contest  

 Individually packaged, available in 3 colours each with herb  

    identifying storage labels  

       #4200 Clear                   #4201 Cherry            #4202 Yellow           #4204 Blue Lagoon     #4205 Acid Green 

#4206 Purple 

     #4207 Brownie       #4208 Orange                      #4209 Message Card             #4210 Pink  

     #4212 King       #4213 Bi-Colour Red        #4214 Bi-Colour Grey          #4215 Bi-Colour White  

Professional version available for corporate use and imprinting 



 

 

 

Spice up your kitchen with Legnoart’s Spicy line of kitchen accessories! This 

contemporary line of fine Italian accessories is the epitome of sleek sophistication. Each 

accessory is a true work of art and a functional kitchen accessory.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Legnoart Spicy Steak Knife Collection is a true work of 

art. Designed to sit on your countertop, the unique knife stand 

is an instant conversation piece.  It holds 6 high quality steak 

knives made of superior 420 Japanese Steel and easily folds 

away when not in use. Available in: Green (ST10G), Red 

(ST10R) and White (ST10W).  

KS1R - The Legnoart Spicy Magnum Knife Block Red 

includes meat knife, fish knife, fruit knife, vegetable knife, 

bread knife and Fork. 

 

 

TT1B 

Trivet Black 

TT1G 

Trivet Green 

TT1R 

Trivet Red 

TT1W 

Trivet White 

PC1B 

Pizza Cutter Black 

PC1G 

Pizza Cutter Green 

AG1G 

Juicer Green 

Peppermill 

SP1B – Black  SP1G – Green  SP1R – Red 

Salad Server 

PS1B – Black  PS1G – Green PS1R- Red  PS1W White 



• The award-winning Easy Sushi® instantly transforms you into a
sushi-master!

• The patented Easy Sushi® system turns out a perfect “sushi-roll”
in seconds! Just load, close and pull!

• Easy Sushi® is safe, hygienic, and easy to clean (dishwasher safe)
compared to a bamboo mat

• Discover your own food sensations… Easy Sushi® also works
with rice paper, crepes, tortillas, leaf wraps, soy pancakes….your
imagination is the limit with Easy Sushi®

B & M Marketing (Canada) Inc. Tel: 905-847-7836 • 1-877-AGE.WINE Fax: 905-847-7866
www.winecellarexpress.com • info@winecellarexpress.com

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTOR

Easy Sushi® is “Revolution-ary!”
Japanese Chefs have contributed their expertise to the ingenious
design of Easy Sushi®….
Now anyone can be a sushi-master!  Even sophisticated recipes
can be rolled to perfection – it’s super-easy with Easy Sushi®

Recipe book sold separately.



• Patented Fast & Simple™ detachable handle
system.

• Three simple steps to remove and attach handle
to any pot and pan in the line

• Allows for easy stacking, optimizing space inside
cupboards and drawers. Perfect for every kitchen
– from the urban condo to the country cottage

• Go from the fridge to the stove, the oven to the
table all in one pot!

• Forged aluminum body – fast and uniform heat
distribution

• PFOA Free non-stick with 3 layers of Whitford
QuanTanium coating

• QuanTanium: non-stick coating internally
reinforced with titanium and ceramic particles to
increase durability – increases scratch resistance
and heat tolerance.

• Pans gift boxed, handles and lids sold separately

Stack pots and pans safely with Petalo pot liners.
Unique one-size, flower shaped liners are available
in an array of stylish colours. Not Heat Resistant!

Fashion Frypan

Fashion Grill

Fashion Saucepan

Fashion Wok

Safer without jutting handles
Stack pots efficiently and save

space inside drawers and cupboards
Load dishwasher more efficiently optimizing
load capacity - saving water and energy. Can be used inside the oven.

Happy Handle

PFOA
FREE

2fix the
handle

Three Simple Steps

1open the
lever

3close the
lever

Metal Base of fry pan
Sandblasted prior to coating
to create a stronger non-
stick adhesion

High-release topcoat

Partially reinforced midcoat

Fully reinforced primer



Cuisivin Chilla 
Perfectly Chilled Wine in Minutes! 

 Quickly and efficiently dry chill wine bottles in minutes using less energy and space than conventional chiller equipment 
 Cool up to three bottles simultaneously (two 750 ml/1 Lt. bottles + 1 magnum bottle) 
 Chill wine bottles from room temperature to perfect serving temperature in only 4 to 8 minutes 
 Mess-free dry chill operation: bottles are dry (preserving the integrity of the label) and ready to serve immediately 
 The front vent design allows the unit to be placed on a countertop or to be built-in seamlessly into a cabinet 
 Ideally suited for: wineries, liquor stores, supermarkets, restaurants, hotels, bars, banquet halls, caterers and anywhere 

chilled Wine, Champagne, Spirits and other beverages are required on demand 

How it works: 

 Once plugged in and turned on, the chilling fluid stored in an 
insulated tank is activated. The bath of chilla fluid is main-
tained at approximately –30 C/-35 C (-22 F / - 31 F) and kept 
constantly mixed ready to chill bottles on demand 

 Place a bottle in one of the bags suspended in the chilla fluid 
and select a timer setting of 4, 6 or 8 minutes (note the timer 
does not control or start the cooling of the chilla fluid, fluid 
temperature is always maintained once unit is on). Timer can 
be customized to different time cycle settings 

 A buzzer will sound when the time cycle is complete and 
bottle is to be removed 

 There is no downtime and another bottle can be placed for 
chilling immediately 

Benefits: 

 Easy to use: chills wines, spirits and other beverages quickly on 
demand, never run out of chilled beverages again! 

 Maximize your floor space for other potential uses without compro-
mising  the ability to serve chilled beverages 

 Eliminate your high capital investment of expensive refrigeration 
system with high regular maintenance cost to chill beverages 

 Front vent system provides flexibility of use: use as a countertop 
system or built-in 

 Extend your wine list and preserve delicate wines in the cellar and 
chill on demand to avoid damage of long term refrigeration 

 Portable system can be used outdoors by caterers reducing refrig-
eration needs 

 Add the ability for customers to chill bottles on demand when pur-
chasing liquor 

 High quality, Italian made    

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Length:  611mm (24”)                     Width: 490mm (19.3”)  Height – Rear: 385mm (15.16”) 

Top width:  280mm (11”)  Top Control panel width:  275mm (10.83”)  Front height: 200mm (7.87”) 

Power Consumption:  360 w/hour           Voltage:  115 V/ 60 hz Weight: 35 kg (77 lbs) (unpacked) 

#1504 Cuisivin Chilla—3 bottle 

#1606 Replacement Chilla Sleeve 

#1401 Chilla Fluid 4 Lt.  


